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MOUNT MYSTERY: 
the First Crossing on Record of the Canadian Range 
The Norman Watson expedition has succeeded in making the first crossing 
on record of the Canadian coast range dominated by Mount Waddington. 
The Times, Lond<m, May 10 and Mau 17 
SCIMITAR CAMP 
At the time of writing, the expedition 
has established a base-camp on Scimitar 
Glacier, and three members of the party, 
Beauman, Watson, and Couttet, a foot-
hold below Fury Gap, seven miles farther 
on. Fury Gap, the divide between the 
regions east and west of the crest of the 
Coast Range, rises to a height of 8,700ft. 
on the same ridge as Mystery Mountain 
itself (13,260ft.) and about a mile to the 
north-west of that magnificent and elusive 
peak. To those approaching from the 
east it is the only known way both to 
Mystery Mountain and to the Franklin 
Glacier. 
By March 17 we were ready to leave 
Tatla Lake. The weather was favourable: 
warm sunshine by day and heavy frost at 
night to harden the trail. The route we 
proposed to follow was a path, wide 
enough for a pony and its load, winding 
through dense timber and swamps and 
along the shallows of lakes and rivers. 
The Base Camp 
Including the five members of the ex-
pedition, our party consisted of nine men 
with 21 mountain ponies and provisions 
for three weeks. Riding his pony like a 
cowboy, Pete McCormick, who accompa-
nied Sir Norman Watson and Henry Hall, 
junior, in 1931, was here, there, and 
everywhere, directing, cajoling, and or-
ganizing. Our ponies-" cayuses," as the 
packers called them- showed us their 
powers. Docile, strong, and sure-footed, 
they saved our lives a hundred times a 
day with the utmost unconcern. 
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Mountain, only one mile distant, was 
swathed in clouds, but a fine view was 
obtained of Mount Tiedeman (12,000ft.), 
with its green cascading ice-fall and the 
unnamed peaks which flank it. 
On April 7 the same men with Clifford 
On March 23, five days after leaving 
Tatla Lake, we reached Scimitar Valley. 
We had covered some 70 miles. Our 
route now lay westwards up the valley, 
but even Pete's packponies could accom-
pany us no farther. Scimitar Canyon 
barred the way. There the valley nar-
rows. Its precipitous slopes, covered by 
a belt of thick timber, scarcely allow a 
man to force his way through. 
The picture shows some of the peaks of the range, which is one of the ieast-known regions 
of the British Empire. A dominating feature of the whole range is that elusive and mag. 
nificent peak Mount Mystery, which is 13,260ft. high. 
During the next three days the ski-
party reached the eastern end of Scimitar 
Glacier, some eight miles farther on, 
where a site was chosen for a base camp, 
and some stores were carried up and 
"cached." The weather, however, inter-
vened. After a week of good behaviour 
it treated us to five days of continuous 
blizzard. It was not until April 2 that 
We were able to establish the base camp 
in a little wood beside a glacier stream 
and surrounded by 4ft. of snow. Day 
after day of "pack-packing" followed, 
weary work in the soft snow, each load 
making the camp more comfortable and 
more secure. Soon the ·ski-party were 
free to explore ahead. 
A Wonderful View 
On April4 Watson, Beauman, and Cout-
tet left the base camp and proceeded on 
ski up the long but gently inclined Scimi-
tar Glacier in the direction of Fury Gap. 
The approach to the pass lies up a steep 
ice slope about 2,200ft. high. Mystery 
and White set out to explore the small 
valley known as Pocket Valley, which 
branches off in a northerly direction from 
near the base of Scimitar Glacier. Then, 
turning south-west, tl1ey suddenly came 
upon a fine unknown glacier which rises 
for about six or seven miles in the desir-
ed direction and parallel to Scimitar. 
They climbed this nearly to its end, and 
after turning two ice-falls by steep tce 
and snow slopes, they reached a point 
about 9,000ft. high on the rock~ridge. 
The .point reached is higher than Fury 
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Gap and a wonderful view was obtained 
of Mount Waddington itself, only two 
miles distant. For the first time the ex-
pedition had come face to face with Mys-
tery Mountain. 
X X X X 
By Wing Commander E. B. Beauman 
Vancouver, B.C., April 25, 1934 
The time had now come to make definite 
plans for the crossing of the range. On 
April 12 King, Couttet, and the packer 
Munn, wearing snow-shoes, established a 
light camp at a height of 6,200ft. at the 
head of Scimitar Glacier near the foot of 
Mount Waddington and Fury Gap. 
During the morning of Friday the 13th 
Watson, Beauman, and Couttet proceeded 
to this camp on ski, and during the after-
noon they examined the difficult slope at 
close quarters in hopes of finding a route 
up it. Fury Gap (8,700ft.) is the lowest 
point on the ridge joining Mount Wad-
dington and Mount Spencer (ll,OOOft.), 
and the approach to it lies up a steep ice 
and snow slope, then fairly well covered 
with winter snow, but split near the 
summit by a broad bergschrund. They 
found the snow in good condition, and 
before nightfall had managed to make 
steps for a third of the way up. 
The Top of the Divide 
Although situated at a comparatively 
low altitude, an uncomfortably cold night 
was spent in camp, and it was with some 
relief that the party set off at dawn the 
following day. The slope steepened, and 
Couttet had to do much hard step-cutting 
before arriving at the bergschrund. This 
proved a serious obstacle, and at only one 
point was it possible to cross it, and then 
with much difficulty. After climbing for 
another 300ft. the top of the Divide was 
reached, and here six days' food supplies 
were cached. On the farther side came 
a short drop of a few hundred feet of 
glacier, and then the 25-mile Franklin 
Glacier, winding in a great ice-stream 
towards the Pacific. On reaching the 
summit the party waved to their com-
panions on the glacier below, which was 
a signal for them to dismantle camps 
immediately and return via Tatla Lake to 
Vancouver, which by that route could not 
be reached for some eight or nine days. 
From now on until their arrival at Knight 
Inlet the skiers were completely cut off 
from the outside world. 
In every direction from Franklin Glacier 
spread great glaciers and white snowfields 
surmounted by rocky peaks, and the party 
began to feel that they were the sole 
inhabitants of some lost and frozen world. 
Approach to the Mountain 
After a while the great western rock 
face of " Mount Mystery," some two or 
three miles distant, came into view. The 
summit rocks appeared to be thickly 
covered with snow and ice, and an ascent 
under these conditions would be quite 
impossible, but at the best of times this 
magnificent peak must be a very severe 
problem for the mountaineer. The eight-
mile plateau seemed endless, but at length 
the first steep ice fall was reached, where 
it became necessary to leave the glacier 
and skirt it by a side slope of rock and 
snow. This gave some quite good skiing 
for a time, but we had to proceed with 
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extreme caution as the slightest mishap 
must have serious consequences. In ad-
dition to the heavy food supplies, we were 
carrying a tent, a 120ft. rope, a wood-
man's axe for cutting down trees, medical 
outfits, two ice-axes, and a great deal of 
warm clothing, and when one fell in the 
soft snow with this load it was not easy 
to get up again. 
Once again we were able to take to the 
main glacier stream. From there on fresh 
bear tracks in the snow became more and 
more frequent, but, although we had no 
rifle, we were not unduly perturbed, for 
during the last two or three weeks we 
had become accustomed to seeing bears. 
It would seem that the bears and wolves 
regard the ski-runner as some strange 
new enemy and keep well out of his way. 
As the glacier steepened we found our-
selves threading our way through a maze 
of broad crevasses and had to rope. The 
slope became steeper and steeper and the 
ice more and more crevassed, and it was 
obvious that we were now approaching 
the second great ice fall. We managed 
to find a little snowy plateau upon which 
to pitch our camp. The height was about 
4 500ft. We had reached a point some 
16 miles down the glacier. Next morning, 
for the first time during the journey, the 
snow was hard and frozen and the skiing 
good. We did the last eight miles in a 
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very short time. The snow lasted until 
near the snout of the glacier. 
Through Dense Forest 
From the end of the Franklin Glacier 
the river flows for eight miles towards 
Knight Inlet. On each side rise steep 
hills 3,000ft. high, densely covered with 
trees and underbrush. At first it was 
possible to follow along the shore of the 
glacier torrent, but then came the in-
evitable canyon which forced us up into 
the steep wooded slopes. 
Before long we found ourselves in the 
middle of a fantastic forest of immense 
Douglas firs, through which it became 
increasingly difficult to force a way. An-
other canyon intervened. Next day the 
mountains seemed to have tired of their 
jest and relented, and by keeping in the 
wood close to the river we accomplished 
the last 400 yards of the journey in an 
hour and a half . . . 
As the little motor-boat [which had been 
waiting five days for the party] chugged 
its way placidly down the great Inlet we 
turned to take one last farewell of our 
Valley of Adventure. While we gazed 
the great trees guarding its entrance seem-
ed to press more closely together, and once 
more " Mount Mystery" was left to brood 
in peace over its strange ice kingdom, in-
habited only by the wolves and the bears. 
Roosevelt's First Year: 
One of The Most Momentous Twelvemonths In 
Nation, s History 
By Charles Merz 
(Continued from June Number) March, 1933, the index of prices in France 
had fallen by 17 per cent, in Belgium by 
III. THE GOLD STANDARD 16 per cent, in Switzerland by 16, in Italy 
The keynote of all the measures thus by 12 and in Holland by 19. But in vari-
adopted was reform. Each proposed in ous countries which had left the gold 
some manner to correct a disparity, to standard prices had either achieved ap-
lighten a burden or to safeguard a public parent stability, as in the case of England, 
interest. But the President could not or had advanced substantially, as in the 
stand upon reform. His position, as well case of Japan. 
as his commitments, required that he It was primarily in order to check the 
press on simultaneously in the direction process of deflation and to permit the 
of recovery. The two halves of the pro- dollar to depreciate in terms of gold-on 
gram were inseparable. Without recovery, the theory that such depreciation would 
reform was futile. Without reform, re- be followed by higher prices for goods 
covery seemed to the administration to which the dollar buys-that the American 
be an empty victory. Government suspended the gold standard 
In the eyes of the President and many on April 19. The act which signalized 
of his advisers, the basic factor in the this suspension was a Presidential order 
existing phase of the depression, and the reimposing the embargo on gold exports. 
chief handicap to recovery, was the pre- Our embassies abroad were instructed to 
vailing maladjustment between prices and notify foreign governments that "this was 
the burden of debts. Deflation had crip- a measure required by circumstances and 
pled the purchasing power of every group designed to enable us in this country. to 
of producers, destroyed the value of as- work out an improvement in prices which 
sets behind bonds and mortgages, closed was essential." 
factories and helped to close the banks. The administration's action was endors· 
It had reached a dangerous extreme and, ed by those who shared its opinion that 
in the administration's judgment, requir- higher prices were essential to recov:ery 
ed a drastic remedy. The remedy pre- and that such prices could not be achieV· 
scribed by the President was suspension ed if the dollar remained linked to gold 
of the gold standard. at its old parity. It was opposed by those 
Influences at Work who believed that a considerable recovery 
In taking this action the administration of prices had been made since the bank 
was plainly influenced by the experience holiday, that the prevailing trend was 
of other nations. Deflation was still con- definitely toward higher levels, and . that 
tinuing in countries which remained on experiments with the currency were either 
the gold standard. During the year and futile or dangerous. 
a half between September, 1931, and Which faction was in the majority there 
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is no way of knowing. But so far as 
Congress was concerned, it was at once 
Jllade clear that a majority believed the 
President, instead of going too far, had 
not gone far enough. On May 3, two 
weeks after the suspension of the gold 
standard, both houses adopted by majori-
ties of three to one the so-called Thomas 
amendment to the Farm Bill. This 
Jlleasure gave the President power (1) to 
provide for an expansion of credit by 
arranging for the purchase of $3,000,000,-
000 of government bonds by the Federal 
Reserve Banks; (2) to issue $3,000,000,000 
in greenbacks; (3) to authorize the un-
!illlited coinage .of silver at a ratio with 
gold to be fixed within his own discretion, 
and (4) to reduce the gold content of the 
dollar by not more than 50 per cent. 
The Gold Clause 
One other currency measure, corollary 
to the suspension of the gold standard, 
was enacted at this time. By a majority 
of nearly five to one in the House and of 
Jllore than two to one in the Senate, a 
resolution was adopted providing that no 
future obligations should be expressed as 
payable in any specific type of currency 
and abrogating all obligations, public and 
private, to pay existing debts in gold. 
This measure was described in a ma-
jority report of the House Committee on 
Banking and Currency as a matter "of 
both equity and practical necessity." It 
was described in a minority report as 
"repudiation." The President signed it 
without comment. 
IV. 'INTRA-NATIONALISM' 
By the 1st of May the gold standard 
was suspended, the Thomas amendment 
was well on its way toward adoption and 
all of the first measures in the President's 
reform program had been submitted to 
Congress. Meantime prices were rising 
and business showed substantial gains. 
The principal question before the admini-
stration at this point was whether to con-
tinue to rely primarily upon independent 
action by the United States, or to seek 
the collaboration of other nations, in the 
next phase of the effort to achieve re-
covery. 
The Democratic party had come into 
power on a platform favoring lower tariffs, 
reciprocal trade agreements and "an 
international conference designed to re-
store international trade and facilitate ex-
change." Moreover, during the campaign 
which preceded his election, Mr. Roose-
velt had frequently expressed the opinion 
that " no substantial progress toward re-
covery from the depression, either here 
or abroad," could be made without 
abandonment of the Republican doc-
trine of high tariffs and economic isola· 
tion. It was in pursuance of this pre-
election theory that, shortly after he 
entered office, he invited Great Britain, 
France, Germany, Italy and a number of 
other powers to send representatives to 
confer with him in Washington. 
During the last week of April and the 
fi~st two weeks of May the President 
~1scussed economic and financial ques-
tions with Ramsay MacDonald, British 
Prime Minister; M. Herriot of France and 
spokesmen of nine other governments. 
These conversations dealt particularly 
with the World Economic Conference 
which was to meet in June at London. 
From time to time, reporting the progress 
made toward an agreement on contentious 
points, the White House issued bulletins 
which were highly optimistic, if scrupul-
ously vague. · 
Divergent Forces 
Ostensibly, the American Government 
was feeling its way toward a policy 
of economic internationalism. Actually, 
stronger forces were pulling in the oppo-
site direction. The banking crisis had 
compelled the new administration to give 
precedence to domestic questions. Its first 
plans were made exclusively in terms 
of national economy and, once launched, 
these plans went forward with their own 
momentum. Moreover, it was increasing-
ly clear that a program of economic inter-
nationalism required first of all an agree-
ment on stabilization of currencies; and 
having left the gold standard only re-
cently, for the purpose of raising domestic 
prices, the President was reluctant to 
stabilize the dollar at its current rate of 
exchange. 
What happened during this period was 
a gradual shift from the pre-election em-
phasis on international action to a belief 
that in the current phase of the depres-
sion it was necessary for each nation to 
give priority to its own problems. The 
administration changed its pre-election 
view, but failed to work out clearly the 
implications of this change, in so far as 
American participation in the World 
Economic Conference was concerned. 
This was the basic cause of confusion 
in American policy at London: the fre-
quent contradictions and misunderstand-
ings, the affirmations and denials, the 
unprofitable experience of an American 
delegation which lacked effective contact 
with headquarters. 
Balked by the unwillingness of the 
United States to discuss stabilization of 
currencies, and unable at the moment to 
reach an agreement on other matters 
until this question was decided, the con-
ference adjourned after a month's debate 
and the United States prepared to plan, 
at least for the present, an independent 
program of recovery. 
V. DOMESTIC RECOVERY 
1. The NRA-The National Industrial 
Recovery Act, signed by the President on 
June 16, was described by him as an 
effort to provide " assurance of a reason· 
able profit to industry and living wages to 
labor, with the elimination of the piratical 
methods and practices which have not 
only harassed honest business but also 
contributed to the ills of labor." 
With this end in view, provision was 
made for "codes ·of fair competition" (to 
be devised in the first instance by the 
industries concerned) which would elimi· 
nate child labor, establish standards of 
wages and hours, guarantee to employes 
the right to " bargain collectively" and 
assure to industry itself temporary exemp· 
tion from Federal anti-trust laws for "any 
action complying with the provisions of 
the codes." 
It was originally intended to put this 
plan into operation first in ten major in-
dustries. But on July 24, six weeks after 
the law was enacted, Mr. Roosevelt 
broadened his strategy to include an ap-
peal for the general acceptance by manu-
facturers, merchants and consumers of 1J. 
"President's agreement," patterned after 
the first industrial codes to be submitted. 
By the end of the Summer General John· 
son, chief of the NRA, estimated that 85 
per cent of all employers in the United 
States had been enrolled under the Blue 
Eagle. 
2. Public Works-The same law which 
created the NRA authorized an expendi-
ture of $3,300,000,000 for public works. 
The purpose of this expenditure was not 
only to increase employment but to 
stimulate activity in industries producing 
steel, cement, brick, lumber, machinery 
and other capital goods. On July 8 the 
President created a Public Works Ad-
ministration for the allocation of this 
fund, with Secretary Ickes at its head. 
Out of the PWA, somewhat later in the 
year, came the Civil Works Administra-
tion, originally using part of the same 
fund. Its function was to create emer· 
gency employment and thereby supple-
ment other relief measures which Con-
gress had adopted. 
3. Bank Credit-The third point in 
the administration's program was an ex-
pansion of bank credit. We have noted 
that the first law enacted by the new 
Congress, immediately after the inaugura-
tion, authorized national banks to issue 
preferred stock. On Aug. 1 the Re· 
Withdrawal by the American Govern- construction Finance Corporation propos-
ment. from the discussi?n of monetary ed, with the President's approval, to invest 
questiOns at London d1d not mean a $1,000,000,000 in such stock, in order to 
retreat into political isolation. In political "strengthen the banks and make it pas-
questions the United States continued to .sible for them to respond to the credit 
play an active part in world affairs. needs of the country." 
Evidence of this activity is to be found Credit, public works and the NRA-
in the President's appeal to the heads of these were the three major planks in the 
fifty-four nations to break the continued program launched by the administration 
deadlock at Geneva over armaments, in in midsummer. While all three were 
his policy of studied collaboration with intended primarily as measures to pro-
Latin-American governments regarding mote recovery, the NRA incidentally pro-
the course pursued by the United States posed, at least for the period of the 
in Cuba and in the succession of events emergency, far-reaching reforms in the 
which led ultimately to recognition of organization of industry and in the rela-
Russia. But the chief emphasis of the tion of industry to labor. 
administration during the months im- VI DEVALUATION 
mediately following the breakdown of the ' 
London conference was clearly on domestic By the middle of October the NRA had 
problems, and here three major policies been in operation for four months. More 
emerged: than half of the $3,300,000,000 fund for 
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public works had been allotted. The RFC 
had arranged for the purchase of $175,-
000,000 of preferred bank stock. But 
business and prices had failed to respond 
to these incentives. Their downward 
curve, from midsummer to late Autumn, 
proved to be a highly significant factor in 
the story of the first year of the Roosevelt 
administration. For this reason a brief 
summary is essential. 
fallen to 78.3-and more than half of the 
earlier gain had been canceled. 
Commodity Prices 
Commodity prices followed the same 
pattern. The Annalist's index of farm 
prices had advanced from 63.1 in early 
March to 100.4 in July. It then fell to 
85.1 by the third week in October. This 
decline came precisely at the time when 
new crops were ready for the market. 
Evidence of discontent in agricultural 
sections rapidly increased. Farm strikes 
were called in seven Western States. The 
Governor of North Dakota placed an 
embargo on the shipment of wheat and 
urged other Governors to follow his 
example. 
It was in these circumstances that the 
President announced on Oct. 22 a new 
policy intended to raise prices. This was 
the plan to purchase foreign gold and 
gold newly mined in the United States. 
The purpose of such purchases was de-
liberate depreciation of the value of the 
dollar, in the hope that such depreciation 
would be matched by a corresponding 
appreciation in the value of goods which 
On March 4, when the President took 
office, THE TIMES index of business ac-
tivity stood at 64.4. By July 15 it had 
reached 99. But by mid-October it had 
1:"'HE WASHINGTON ALPHABET: NEW DEAL AGENCIES 
AAA-Agricultural Adjustment Administration.-Plans 
curtailment of certain basic farm commodities, in order to 
cut down existing surplus, and makes compensatory pay-
ments to farmers who agree to reduce acreage. 
AVA"- Administration of Veterans' Affairs.-Directs Vet-
erans' Administration, which extends relief to war veterans 
and to dependents of dead veterans. 
BOB*-Bureau of the Budget.-Assembles and revises 
department estimates; proposes changes in interest of 
economy. 
CAB-Consumers' Advisory Board.-Part of NRA; ob-
serves and reports effects upon consuming public of prices 
under codes. 
CCC - Civilian Conservation Corps.-Enrolls and employs 
personnel to carry on conservation tasks in national forests. 
CCC-Commodity Credit Corporation.-Buys and sells 
farm and other commodities, loans or borrows thereon ; 
assists in crop reduction and marketing in connection with 
relief plans. 
CSB-Central Statistical Board.-Effects coordination of 
statistical services incident to purposes of NIRA. 
CWA-Civil Works Administration - -Offshoot of Public 
Works Administration; provides emergency employment 
on local improvement projects as substitute for "dole." 
DLB-Deposit Liquidation Board.-Makes advances to 
liquidating agents against assets so as to release funds for 
distribution to depositors of closed banks. 
EC-Executive CounciL-Organization of President's con-
sultants created to prevent duplication of reconstruction 
activities. 
EHC-Emergency Housing Corporation.-Engages direct-
ly in slum clearance and erection of low-cost housing; 
assists public bodies and others in such proj ects. 
EHFA-Electric Home and Farm Authority.-Serves in 
connection with TVA in equipping Tennessee Valley for 
distribution of electricity. 
F ACA-Federal Alcohol Control Administration.-Carries 
out provisions of approved codes and marketing agree-
ments to control liquor traffic. 
FCA-Farm Credit Administration.-Makes advances to 
agricultural producers and to agricultural credit corpora-
tions. 
FCT-Federal Coodinator of Transportation.-Proposes 
methods by which groups of steam and electric railways 
may avoid waste and unnecessary duplication of facilities. 
FDIC-Fecleral Deposit Insurance Corporation.-Pur-
chases, holds and liquidates assets of national banks closed 
by Controller and insures up to $2,500 each deposit in 
member banks of the Federal Reserve System and non-
member participating banks. 
FERA-Federal Emergency Relief Administration-Co-
operates with and makes grants to individual States for 
relief; administers Federal Civil Works and Surplus Re-
lief Corporation. 
FESB-Federal Employment Stabilization Board.-Co-
operates in formulating methods of advance planning; ad-
vises on trend of employment and volume of construction. 
FHLB-Federal Home Loan Bank Board.-Inclucles as 
members building loan associations, savings banks and 
mortgage institutions which subscribed for stock; loans 
are made for building. 
FPC*-Federal PowerCommission.-Controls power sites 
on navigable waters and on public lands; regulates rates. 
FRB*-Federal Reserve Board.-Determines discount 
rates charged by member banks, supervises transactions 
and open-market operations, makes examinations of re-
serve banks. 
FTC*-Federal Trade Commission.-- Brings proceedings 
to prevent unfair competition, investigates business con-
duct (except among banks and carriers) and anti-trust 
act violations. 
GFA·~-Grain Futures Administration.-Supervises trad-
ing in grain futures. 
HOLC-Home Owners Loan Corporation.-Designated 
to aiel owners of mortgaged homes; exchanges its bonds 
for home mortgages of less than $14,000. 
lAB-Industrial Advisory Board.-Composed of nine 
industrialists and merchants who, under rotation plan, 
observe and counsel the NRA. 
ICC'·-Interstate Commerce Commission.- Regulates 
rates of common carriers; charged with preparing railway 
consolidation plan; governs issuance of carriers' secur-
ities. 
JEB-Joint Economy Board.- Suggests economies; 
composed of budget and planning branch chief, War De-
partment budget advisers, and ten army and navy 
officers. 
LAB-Labor Advisory Board-Adjunct of NRA; con-
sulted on effects of codes and policies on workers. 
NCB-National Compliance Board.-Division of NRA; 
inquires into complaints of violations of codes. 
NEC-National Emergency Council.-Cornposed of At· 
torney General, Secretaries of Interior, Agriculture, Com· 
merce, Labor, Budget Director and other executives. 
NLB-National Labor Board.-Deals with labor con-
troversies arising under codes. 
NRA-National Recovery Administration.- Arranges 
codes with purpose of eliminating unfair competition, les-
sening unemployment by shortening hours, and increas-
ing minimum wages. 
PAB-Petroleum Administration Board.-Supervises pro-
duction of crude and refined oil and inquires into viola-
tions. 
PIA-Petroleum Industry Administration.-Administers 
NRA oil code; sets price limits. 
PSAC-Non-member Preferred Stock Advisory Com· 
mittee.-Functions in relation to RFC purchases of pre-
ferred stock, capital notes and debentures of banks. 
PWA-Public Works Administration.-Makes allotments 
from the $3,300,000,000 fund authorized by Congress for 
public construction, conservation and slum clearance 
projects. 
RFC*-Reconstruction Finance Corporation.-Aids in fin-
ancing agriculture, commerce, industry; facilitates exports 
by loans to banks, railroads, &c.; buys bank preferred 
stock. 
SAB-Science Advisory Board.-Coordinates scientific 
activities of various government departments. 
TVA-Tennessee Valley Authority.-Controls develop-
ment of Muscle Shoals and other water power resources 
in Tennessee Valley and plans to develop region as econo-
mic unit. 
USES-United States Employment Service.--Designed 
to develop a national system of employment offices. 
* In existence before March 8, l933. 
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the dollar buys. The immediate objective 
of the President was a price level high 
enough to lighten the burden of existing 
debts and to stir:ml~te indu~trial act!vity. 
}lis ultimate objecttve, havmg achteved 
this level, was "to establish and maintain 
a dollar which will ~ot chang~' its pur· 
chasing and debt-paymg power. 
On Oct. 25, three days after the Pre-
sident's announcement of this plan, the 
RFC made its first purchases of gold. 
As these purchases continued, the dollar 
declined in relation to foreign currencies. 
By the end of the year its. net depre~ia­
tion in terms of gold, dunng the penod 
since Oct. 22, amounted to 11.4 per cent. 
Commodity prices did not rise correspond-
ingly. But whether or not because of the 
President's intervention, the earlier de-
cline was checked. 
Two months later, while the RFC was 
still buying gold, the President extended 
the government's purchases to silver. 
Acting on authority given him in the 
Thomas amendment, he issued a pro-
clamation on Dec. 21 ordering the govern-
ment mints to buy all silver mined in the 
United States during the next four years 
at 6H cents an ounce-a price 21! cents 
above the market level on the date this 
order was proclaimed. 
The expressed purposes of this action 
were " to aid in the stabilization of 
domestic prices,'' " to protect our foreign 
commerce " and to give effect to an 
agreement reached at the time of the 
London conference by representatives of 
eight nations (the United States included) 
which were large holders or producers of 
silver. 
Devaluing the Dollar 
Of far greater importance was the 
President's recommendation, a few weeks 
later, that Congress enact legislation in-
tended to accomplish more directly what 
he had sought to accomplish indirectly 
through purchases of gold. This was on 
Jan. 15, when he urged the adoption of a 
measure which would (1) fix the limits 
for deTaluation of the dollar at from 50 
to 60 cents in terms of its old gold con· 
tent; (2) authorize the President to "man-
age" the dollar within these limits, by 
making such changes in its value as he 
deemed necessary; (3) impound in the 
Treasury the vast stocks of gold held by 
the Federal Reserve Banks; (4) assure to 
the government whatever profit might 
result from an increase in the value of 
this metal, and (5) use part of this profit 
to create a fund· of $2,000,000,000 witlt 
which to " stabilize" the dollar. 
This legislation was adopted by both 
Houses of Congress on Jan. 29. Two days 
later the President fixed the value of the 
dollar at 59.06 cents in terms of its old 
parity and the United States returned to 
gold, in the form of a modified " gold 
bullion standard." 
VII. MARCH, 1934 
The end of his first year in office finds 
the President a lap ahead of Congress in 
his proposals for new legislation. He is 
requesting authority to revise tariff rates, 
in order to facilitate the negotiation of 
reciprocal trade agreements. He has 
urged ratification of the St. Lawrence 
Waterway Treaty, which is still pending 
before the Senate. He has proposed that 
the Secretary of Agriculture be given 
power to allot quotas in the American 
market to producers of domestic and 
imported sugar. He has recommended 
the establishment of a new Federal Com· 
munications Commission, with authority 
to supervise service by wire, radio and 
cable. He has urged Federal regulation 
of the commodity and stock exchanges, 
" for the protection of investors, for the 
safeguarding of values, and, so far as it may 
be possible, for the elimination of unneces-
sary, unwise and destructive speculation." 
As for the legislation already written 
on the statute books during this extraor-
dinary first year, there are inevitably 
differences of opinion. Certain facts are 
indisputable. Business activity has reach· 
ed a considerably higher level: THE 
TIMES index shows a gain of about 30 
per cent by comparison with a year ago. 
Employment in manufacturing industries, 
during the latest month for which data 
are available, had increased more than 25 
per cent over the low level of last March 
and payrolls were 48 per cent higher. 
Price Movements 
Meantime, the slow-moving index of 
784 commodities compiled by the Bureau 
of Labor Statistics has advanced 23 per 
cent and the more sensitive index of The 
Annalist 33. Since farm prices have risen 
more rapidly than those of non-agricul-
tural products, there has been an estimat-
ed increase of 24 per cent in farm pur-
chasing power, which, added to the pay· 
ment of cash bounties, has helped sub-
stantially to correct the earlier "disparity." 
Granted these facts, however, there are 
wide differences of opinion as to their 
interpretation. A large part of the public 
is plainly convinced that the gains made 
are real and that they offer solid ground 
on which to build fresh progress". In 
other quarters opinion ranges from doubt, 
through skepticism, to the concern of 
those who distrust a recovery in which 
unorthodox currency measures have played 
a part and who fear that the government's 
vast emergency expenditures will get out 
of hand. In his budget message the 
President forecast a deficit for 1933-34 in 
excess of $7,000,000,000. 
The year ends with certain questions 
left unanswered. Will an expansion of 
private investment and a revival of activity 
in the heavy industries enable the gov-
ernment to curtail its emergency ex-
penditures? Will the President be able 
to hold the balance evenly between re-
covery and reform? Can he contrive an 
acceptable compromise where one is in 
conflict with the other? Have the ex· 
periments of the last twelve months given 
the country a satisfactory currency ? Will 
the United States continue to pursue an 
independent course, or has the time come 
when our present efforts can profitably 
be merged with a larger program of 
recovery? -The New York Times 
Japanese Omelette 
A British Writer's Impressions 
of the japanese Empire 
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=Old and New Japan= 
"A Shrewd Reply to Misrepresenta-
tions of Japan," 
Says Noted English Critic, in Commenting 
on Mr. Lee's Book. 
By EDMUND BLUNDEN 
The very cover and end-papers of Mr. 
Lee's book (delightfully produced by the 
Hokuseido Press in Tokyo) announce a 
Japan very different from that which is 
latterly so prominent in the leading 
articles. We are invited to the region of 
fans (film and folding), festivals and Fuji 
(the unpolitical mountain which for ever 
reigns over the horizons of Tokyo). Quali-
fied by fifteen years' residence, Mr; Lee 
makes this immediate statement on the 
country whose schoolboys already know 
him as an author (and many as their 
sensei, or teacher): "Japan is a perfectly 
charming country in which to live. The 
people are charming, the climate is 
charming, everything is charming." He 
has seen beyond the occasional bothers 
and misunderstandings which embitter 
some foreigners in Japan; and he tells us 
that as he has not sought out bad aspects, 
they have not sought or found him. 
Such is the sympathy which sustains 
the detail of an agreeable variant of tlte 
guide-book-a volume partly practical 
and partly reminiscent. To anyone with 
the good luck of a year in Japan, Mr. 
Lee's account of the great occasions must 
be an ·excellent item of equipment-and 
the months there are full of occasions 
which are attractive even if only seen, 
and far more so if interpreted. (I am 
sorry, a little, that Mr. Lee condemns 
those " men with a mask representing a 
mythical lion, who offer to dance away 
the evil spirits in exchange for fifty sen" 
-however, he has had fifteen years of 
them.) 
* * 
* Not all the events in the Tokyo Calen-
dar are of an enigmatical antiquity, at 
least in their circumstance. The last two 
days of April are devoted to the cere-
monies of the Emperor's Birthday and the 
commemoration of " those soldiers and 
sailors who willingly gave their lives for 
their country." On the 29th, " the gen-
eral public enjoys its holiday either by 
making excursions, playing golf, tennis, 
or other games, or watching baseball 
matches"; the next day, besides the 
military and naval observances, "from 
early in the morning till late at night an 
endless bombardment of maroons and 
fireworks rends the sky"-and the fairs 
do prodigious business. 
When England is somewhat mistily re-
calling that All Saints' Day has come 
round again, Japan indulges in "the 
Tosho-matsuri, or the Book Festival." 
There is something of euphemism in this, 
as Mr. Lee amusingly imparts. "The 
books have their festival and the next 
day many of them are carried away to 
the Tosho-ichi to be sold for what they 
will fetch." Perhaps someone will pro-
test that this Festival is nothing but a 
sale, or a sell. But no-there is a touch 
of make-believe in most things that occur 
in Japan, a peep-show feeling, which 
6 
makes the difference. 
Not content with their ancestral and 
peculiar allowance of Days, the Japanese 
have found a place for some imported 
ones. Christmas is coming there also, " is 
becoming almost universal in the larg<" 
cities." Santa Claus gets in somewhere, 
chimneys or no chimneys. "The shops 
contain much the same Christmas goods." 
Incidentally, nothing that I have seen 
here surpasses the best Japanese Christ-
mas cards, which are small reproductions 
of the great colour-prints-but then, Hiro-
shige, Hokusai, Utamaro were wonderful 
designers, and give an initial advantage_ 
* * 
* Mr. Lee brings out his stores of know-
ledge and anecdote with easy straight-
forwardness, and it may be some local 
experience will increase the pleasure that 
his quiet touches give. Meanwhile, he 
has had the assistance of three Japanese 
artists-they claim no more than the 
name of amateurs, but their sketches 
show the genial, playful satire which goes 
about in daily life among them. Their 
picture of Mr. Lee, aged three or so (l 
think it a likeness ) was merrily smuggled 
in; and they have caught the rapture of 
several youngsters listening to a street 
story-teller, the ferocious solemnity of the 
baseball match, the demure newly-mar· 
ried couple, with obvious enjoyment. "A 
Tokyo Calendar" is what Mr. Lee desired 
it to be-a shrewd reply to silly (or worse j 
misrepresentations of life in Japan. 
-The Observer, London, May 3,1934 
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Simple, but solemn Shinto rites that the great interpreter Japan would 
have liked to have for the occasion, marked the ceremony, on the afternoon of 
June 6, formally opening to the public the Yakumo-kinen-kwan or the Lafcadio 
Hearn Memorial Museum that was built on the lot adjoining the site of Hearn's 
old home at Kitabori-machi, Matsue. The ceremony was officiated by Mr. 
Hasegawa, a Shinto priest, and was attended, among others, by Mayor Ishikura 
of Matsue, Governor Fukumura of Shimane Prefecture, Mr. Komoda, president 
of Matsue Koto-gah:ko, and Mr. Sugai, principal of Matsue Middle School. The 
event was the culmination of the movement started a year ago by the Hearn 
Memorial Committee headed by Dr. Sanki Ichikawa, that aimed at devising some 
means for perpetuating the memory of the greatest interpreter of Japan. The 
Museum, a ferro-concrete one-storied building 5 ken by 3 ken and a half, houses 
the invaluable relics of Hearn, including his MSS. and many of his personal 
belongings, such as long Japanese tobacco pipes, sixty-eight in all, charcoal· 
burner, zabuton, student lamp, and pens, all reminiscent of the intimate writer 
as he was at home and at work. The architect Mr. B. Yamaguchi says that the 
pillars on the front are meant to be symbolical of Greece, the birth place of 
Hearn, while somewhat the style of a Japanese tea-room was also adopted in the 
architecture. A feature of the interior is that a part of it was furnished with 
the writer's old desk and chair, zabuton and charcoal-burner, and decorated, in 
the way that recalls his room as it was found while he was living. Hearn 
now at last has got his living monument, where his memory will live among the 
people he loved, at the town where he first learned to love Japan and Japanese. 
DICKENS AND HIS WIFE: 
LETTERS OF THE NOVELIST 
A YOUNG MAN IN LOVE 
The following arc extracts from articles in " The Times., on thG letters of Cha.rks Dick~ 
to his wife. which 'Were given by the-ir daughter Kate (Mrs. Perugini) to the British Museum 
for publication at the proper time. They relate to t/u; pe1·iod of his courtship and marriage. 
The continued attention bestowed on the Charles and Catherine Dickens, has releas-
life of Charles Dickens is commensurate ed for publication a mass of correspon· 
with the lasting popularity of his novels. deuce in the British Museum which pro· 
More than most great writers he lived in bably says the last word on the related 
the public eye; and the public eye has characters of husband and wife. It tells 
been as scrutinizing as kindly. But at no secrets; it touches no scandal; and it 
one period of his contemporary fame it consists of the letters of the husband 
failed in charity, seeing the wrong reason alone. By implication, however, it sup· 
for his separation from his wife. He him- plies any reader accustomed to reading 
self made a public protest against the between the lines with the material for a 
slanders upon his household, but could mental portrait of Catherine Hogarth, if 
not say in print what he wrote in a private not of Mrs. Charles Dickens. As he al· 
letter: "Poor Catherine and I are not ready knows Charles Dickens as well as 
made for each other." pen can draw him, the reader can form 
The recent death of Sir Henry F. Die- his own conclusions how far the two 
kens, K.C., the last surviving child ot images are humanly complementary. 
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Mrs. Perugini's Statement I kindness or reproach; but 1 owe a duty 
The correspondence falls naturally inωto my~~I，f as w~ll ぉ to you， and as 1 
three unequal pa巾. T回 firstpart con司 |waSFiIdeno昭 hto think伽 tan en-
切insthe let“お writtenby the young and I g暗 emel山 feven three weeks might p畑
山 knownjournaliは ωthe gi~l h;' h~d I ~ithout .any su(_:~ disIJlay as yひuhave 
chosen for a wife;the sEmnd，domestic |favourdme Mth twm Elmdy，I am 
omnmicatiOmand travel descriptiom by|themorestrunglyinducedtodiscTmgeit. 
th~-~mi~ent author; the t.hin:!; -a f~~ brief I .-:rhe ~u~den and unc~lled-f?r co}d~ess 
not凶 andscraps位 torudby commonlwith wtmh you treatEd mEjmt before 
COurtesy from a lost husband.When she |I left last night-both surp出 edand 
depoSMthe original manuscripts in the l deeply hurt me-surprised，because I 
B;rti~h-Mús~-um，-M~s. Perugini(Kat~-r5ic~ I cOl!I~ ~ot ~~ve ~eli.eved that ，s~ch ~ull~n 
kens) 1ぱtwith them the following回・ I ~nd ，inflexibl~ obsti~a，cy. coul? exi.st in 
plal凶岬 sta匂ment:ー I ;~巴耐east ぱ any girl in whose heart 
Short1y b由民 mymothぽ 'sdeaぬ inI ~o_v:_:.~~dT f~:，_~d._a _~!~c~L a_:l_~.!:u:~_~e; 
1879， she pl蹴 din my hands出eletters i because I feel ωyou far mo凶 th??I 
written to her by my father， befor官andl have evぽ professed，and 1 feel a剖E1t
after 恥 irmarri 昭e. s h e w i shedm e to| fmm yo u m ore th a n I c伺a民削tωot匂el.My 
4お釘?芯よi出2i2eEむ;立:I勺z1宮i出L誌Ei1詰:t:医ご釘，7JzJ2z|;忽:2おi弱絞払5r弘t1包zz2t誌dヰ;L:詑立ム:;誌よ主込2LeJλIti
tぬhe句ysh旧仰u叫ldb加emade 抑 bîi~:V Th~';; I ~~~i~~~ _~:.~~?:':.l，:~ge _~~ _~~~~_ r.._g:i~_e 
would show the world，ぬesaid，that|you thoppomn町-notonce or twice， 
myおtherhad once lov吋 h;~7 ~;d I ~~，~昭ain and昭ain. If a f民 li昭 of
間部言語鵠主忠告l時5J詰宣告;?!指
針de.As it has been errone沼田lys昭 gest-I ~~ 
ed， 1 belie崎 thathぽ sister，Mi鉛 Geor-|nevぽ makeyou more amiable， 1 mo児
tiEm::222ttm訪問お|限必ぷhιJLEZ:s?島st
opportunity of mtirdy emmatlngmy|clew hasweariedyoMonot凶flewith 
aunt from any blame in the ma蜘 "54UJ! ~~~.... ~討唱 me like any other toy as 
After due con副;~atto~:Yd~t~~~ined I ~~出 your humourおrthe moment; 
upon 0伽 i昭悦四r巴ぱ mymothefsl but make th acknowledgment ωme 
gift句 theauthωities of the Bri帥 I !f~~!: 1-.~，t. ~~~~::~1~ ~~~~l_r:o~_~~:.~e.~ ，!.叩
Museum. They kindly aαcce叩pt飴edt白h巴バ| 附均，bu凶向tyouw引叫叫il川11ne附 氾，ednoゆO民賦c∞0∞n凶ldwa口rn
t甘r叩us附銑t，a凶 my おぬぽ的，、-;l;tt~;~';;m;i~ I i昭. Depend upon it， whatever be the 
precisely aおst出h匂 wer陀ew耐耐he印n1 r悶官cα聞eiv巴dd| cau総 of y卯ou町run叫叫耐1叫L
them f的ωmrrM1ymother;th emumin i givesdsetothesewaymrdfancies-that 
them being her Om and made bezbre l what you domt ukEt加 troubleω 
they came inぬ m y p o s s e s s i o n . i c o nc e a l fmIn1 aL W 釘 ，、s町明e崎s，wi1l b 巴
加 c一a叩拙叩…u凶附叩s民ωeωo山fれ抽出tぬ伽he旬叩巾叩P凹阿附a訂制r此tω m町y帥叩e白I| t限2去3蹴副品剖lyaωct批州t匂凶e吋dbefore 伽 se of a 
and mother is not unknown to me; but I I 1 have written these few lines in haste， as 1 look upon their separation as a I 
蜘則ic州tl均1砂y戸ivate日arran耶g群汚:em叫 訂加削ri巾v叫eda杭叶t4|fれ:L1:%立?詑;rf弘 ILs;芯2rt芯zE??γ弘，J誌芸!
:2:;悶Wτ:込2:rtZ誌主記l巴よお:主:ヰ士t，I私弘?z芯1:詰品22| si耐bl凶助1)砂y卯youmay no附O悦tu凶r
i社ttωo be a subject with which tl叫 ublic|inwhlch I凶 ethe wo吋;if叫 1hope 
has no∞nce肌 I you .nevey .l?ay; ，1_f yo~ .k_ne.w t.he， in-
tensity of the feeling which has led me 
lt was on April 2， 1お色白atDKkens| tn zorget al my fnends andpursuitsto 
married Catherine Hogarth，the ddest|spend my days at your side;if yoU 
5125J器355割問出掛総括1
1it♂お留邦法ぷよはI~誤認訟能辺諸去55
z;諮'守官:ぼご:2:Z:忠恕EE出;;dJぷ;託:J古よ♂lC守官;足~I iyμin凶1泊a出附叫but凶山s叩odi酌 ultωtω帥ob旧e均 ot蜘
le胤凶t悦teぽ;'.~ho;;~l~h;rt ili~ï~~;;~h~d -tì;_~~ b~~~ I Ever yours mωta征伐tionately.
E昭agedthree weeks. Presuming itωbe I Should there r-"山川町Y畑山山
correct1y placed， itnot only sets the key I seem aωuchof ~ I Jakω 
ωthe whole corresponaence of the court-I theheavyfather a ·哨'(~-'H.o-_...L. 
ship period， but proves出at白atωrre-I inthis remon-~ fI"j"、 心ω印刷.tUI'
spond四 ce∞versratherless than a year-|s凶 n同 itmust l' !:J刷崎弘
Dickens， busyぉ hewas with his 即時 Ibe remembぽ edIAd\1I且~
P噸Pぽ workimd the preparation of the I that D i c k e n s 
“Sketches by Boz，" wrot疋 enormo田 lyω Iwas only 23. It 
his lady， sometimes at length， but more I b氏 omesclearer 
often (in the view of 1934) on trivial oc-1 and clearer as 
casion. I we go on that 
“1 am.not A昭 ry"|Catherine wぉ
|‘ difficult，" and 
The M_a:y，. 1835， letほr illustraぬs， th l t}国chàaes，-b~-:
fluency of h凶 pen，∞ntainingas it does I i;g-th-;-h'ighiY 
only two small erasures:ー I~t;ur{g--m;;~O-h~ 
My dear Catherine: Itぬ'Yit~ th~ I ~as:-Otö~k--h釘
gr回 testpain that 1説tdown before ! iωo seri∞討y.
goωbedω引 ight，ωsayone wω~ I (T~;'; 仇州倒的 望日








~，レ シ古さ東車帯責に於てなし大講義母中既刊 f美女感主問〈 首都を包括し同炉 完全版でいて、過
竿四歳 と事大昭一周を投じ't:Jij'(完成せんと
する震に俊園出版界示官有9世界的一大文献である@
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4シ 編輯室から 4d l U:右様1~..jJl淑と云 1 :;: なげればならぬ、 物
一 ーー ー …中山正 一← l 似指数l~níi"'lミルーメグエルト大統fJi就任の
和t育部イムス車Il;た見て府1:ら、 Washing-II寺に比してがJ三割のj例目ら示L、閣内在遁じ
ton Alphabet なる見出しの下で、 NRA 閥|ての公事1.*f)'èf'ト文初þ筏 I~ 四割の槍加た示し-c
係の新諸表が載って居1:。外l到来I聞旅誌など|尉Z、然し;幾多の問題1:(未解各のま込残され
御売買みの際の御参考迄iこと思って裁ぜて泣 | て庶る、日く大統領 I~ 果して閣内の繁栄と改
いれ。数へて見ると四十許りの新誌が掲げら |良政策との雨者間の均衡ルiJk1;得るや否や?
|雨者の羽H字れざるl守容認し符べき妥協の溢れて腐る。思へ1."NRA l:ti成法大きい組織 |1 た閲吾得るや否や?令室It~羽 11今後下~J今迄の
ではあるo倦吾易い人1、もう鼻について来 |立nく孤立政策ル総演すべきや否-?? 位上界の
1:と云ふかも知れない。蓋し想1:(ざるの言で IJlR(:t依然若きアメリカの上lこ出守れて居る
ある。 NRAー それ1:史上類ひ砂き大賞験の [のである。
一つである、百年の後たまって始めて批チiJら I x x x 





:ー=~ .:，_~ ，': i ~つ 1:手紙の或 L のが英凶で妥表されれ、ヂ y
らって、 NRAた設立し土木事業1:二 十数俄 |ヶバ夫妻の奴バーギニ夫人が母親から寄
~Ilの支出ら決定し、弗卒俄切下た断行し丸 | 托ぜられて nr.1:しのた治討な時機lこ淡表す
ま支の右i1iitr.nちする事なくしてまっしぐら iこ|べ〈大英博物館lこ寄附しれものである、タイ
関内総務の立i宣Lと閣内繁栄のIIT1WIこ若返送 |ムλに絞っ1:l， のから抜いて御目 i二かげる

















By James A. B. Scherer， Ph. D.， LL.D. 
Formerly P;'esident 01 the Californja Institute 01 
TecJmology 
Sixty IlIustrations， 348pp. 9?i x 6V〆
Price Y3.80 
This book is a survey of the amazing industrial 
revo!ution achievec! by the rising young giant 
of the East， ancl ]apan's new place as a worlc! 
power. 
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